Research is devoted to the study of behavior of linguistic processor at simultaneous application of software supporting functions (taking into account the characteristics of the writing word forms (capital / small letters), punctuation marks in trigrams and location of trigrams within a sentence). The article analyses qualitative quantitative characteristics of the results removing grammatical homonyms of word forms using statistical methods in compliance with requirements. The research is based on the texts of normative legal document.
Introduction
In the world of linguistics growing awareness leads to the importance of fundamental research of systematic relationships in the triad "information -language -intellect". Evidence of this is the large number of research programs devoted to the study of linguistic intelligence and information systems, connection between language and thinking and cognitive processes, in particular their linguistic aspects. Clearly, new perspectives and approaches concerning the ways of development of linguistic science require solving new challenges: "scientific problem in this area lies in the construction of formal models of linguistic competence, testing and verification of these models and the creation of effective software on their basis. . . " (Широков, Бугаков & Грязнухiна, 2005) . Finally, the need for automated text processing caused the formation of a scientific and technical direction -Natural Language Processing (NLP).
Among the systems of NLP developed in Ukrainian Lingua-Information Fund of National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (ULIF NASU) widely used are the following: information retrieval systems, systems of grammar annotation, indexing text, machine translation, semantic, statistical analysis and synthesis of speech units, instrumental systems of creating dictionaries of different types (explanatory, translation, spelling, etymological, phraseological, etc.) , the management systems of linguistic buildings. Recently, the creation of linguistic buildings is becoming more and more significant, numbering hundreds of millions and even billions of word usage and being the instrument of front language researching both in the phenomenal and contextual aspects. Thus far, there is a problem of identification and qualification of various kinds of linguistic ambiguity, and above all -the removal of grammatical homonyms. The creation of effective automated toolkit for marking buildings (without which the development of Corpus Linguistics in general becomes problematic) depends on successful solution to the last problem.
The removal of grammatical homonyms by statistical methods
We propose a method of eliminating grammatical ambiguity which has three main stages:
• premorphological analysis (separation of a linear sequence of code word in the Ukrainian language (other languages if available), numbers, abbreviations, punctuation marks, and the definition of so-called structural markers -the beginning and end of sentences, paragraphs, texts) is implemented using premorphological analyzer (of program library);
• morphological analysis (determination of word forms grammatical characteristics: the list of elements wf i with personal settings (v i , g i ) in length from 0 to n, where wf i -word form, v i -part of speech for the word form, g i -the grammatical meaning of the word form) (See Fig. 1 ) is provided with the algorithm of lemmatization (Шевченко, Рабулец, & Широков, 2005) , based on data of the Grammatical Dictionary of the Ukrainian language 1 .
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Figure 1
The first triple of word forms in the sentence людина її життя GC -Grammatical characteristics nom -nominative sg -singular
• statistical analysis (comparison of analyzed word form triples with the text trigrams 3 of training selection 4 -word form lemmatization in the case of absolute trigrams identity or providing a set of possible grammatical characteristics to word forms if trigrams in particular coincide) are related to trigrams base -the array of triples of word forms that contain information on belonging to particular part of speech, trigrams location within a sentence, the grammatical meaning of word forms that it includes, and the presence / absence of punctuation in it. For example:
Людина, її життя i здоров'я, честь i гiднiсть, недоторканнiсть i без-пека визнаються в Українi найвищою соцiальною цiннiстю 5 .
Picture 1 Example of sentence division to three word forms, where T is a trigram 3 In linguistics a combination (group) of three consecutive symbols (Large English-Russian and Russian-Dictionary of English, 2001; New Large English-Russian Dictionary (online version); Universal English-Russian Dictionary, 2011) in this study under the symbol we recognize the word forms (Жигало & Ландэ, 2010; Карнаух, 2011) . 4 The case of manually marked legal texts presented in the form of trigrams. людина її життя (15,2) (13,1) (6,1) (15,2) (13,1) (6,1), (15,2) (13,1) (15,4) (13,2) (6,1) (15,2) (13,2) (6,1), (15,2) (13,2) (13,4) (6,1) (15,2) (13,4) (6,1), (15,2) (13,4) (13,7) (6,1) (15,2) (13,7) (6,1), (15,2) (13,7)
(13,8) (6,1) (15,2) (13,8) (6,1), (15,2) (13,8) (13,11) (6,1) (15,2) (13,11) (6,1), (15,2) (13,11) (13,14) (6,1) (15,2) (13,14) (6,1), (15,2) (13,14)
(6,1) (15,4) (13,1) (6,1), (15,4) (13,1) (6,1) (15,4) (13,2) (6,1), (15,4) (13,2) (6,1) (15,4) (13,4) (6,1), (15,4) (13,4) (6,1) (15,4) (13,7) (6,1), (15,4) (13,7) (6,1) (15,4) (13,8) (6,1), (15,4) (13,8) (6,1) (15,4) (13,11) (6,1), (15,4) (13,11) N-gram (or L-gram) 7 is a traditional object of study for Computational Linguistics. The first practical usage was received from the programs determined the texts language written in, and after that from the statistical techniques of automatic translation, eliminating homonyms and others. Besides, N-grams for monolingual linguistic buildings is a commercial product, which has a broad market demand. For example, the N-gram technologies are actively used and promoted by Google and Bing (Жигало & Ландэ, 2010) .
Using N-gram method (especially in combination with positional) is quite common in computer linguistics. N-grams are purely descriptive constructs, and the first attempt to introduce them to the field of linguistics was like the usage of the following in an explanatory model role. "It is within association theory of behavior a model of phrase as the Markov process was proposed" (Бузикашвили, Крылова & Самойлов).
Linguistic motivation for going to N-gram is associated with the emergence of descriptive linguistics (Звегинцев, 1959) , an arrangement for which, as we see from the title, is the principle of linguistic phenomena fixation combined with theirhigh quality theoretical analysis. "Harris' model of distributive relationship on its lower level is nothing more than N-gram description" (Бузикашвили, Крылова & Са-мойлов).
However, the meaning of N-grams is quite limited by their applied focus. In any role (at the level of letters, phonemes, word forms, etc.) elimination is an extremely effective tool of one of the problem solution (Бузикашвили, Крылова & Самой-лов). Although practical problems in which the rejection is made, is quite different (identifying the part of speech, grammatical forms, the choice of alternatives in the recognition of symbols, possibility of acceptable / probable phoneme, morpheme, word forms in the speech stream), various specific schemes using N-grams (pass forward, going backward or splitting up), but in any case their use is reduced to the imposition of acceptable / probable N-grams to the available data (obtained in the previous step of imposition) and listing of acceptable or most probable chains that are coordinated with such imposition (Бузикашвили, Крылова & Самой-лов). Such information is necessary to apply a formal method of removing the ambiguity of language units, which is the basis of proposed program function.
There are many opinions (often quite the opposite) on the usage of the N-gram technology analysis in reference to separate words in a particular language. However, active use of N-grams is observed as a chain of separate words or concepts in a few words (eg, terms) (Саломатина, 2010). Thus, the authors of the article "Concerning the possibility of automating detection of relationships between terms subject area (for example, catalysis)" note: "The term L-gram was probably first introduced by Shannon (Шеннон, 1963) regarding the chain of L arranged following letters of the text in a row, and then it was transferred (not quite correctly) on chains of L arranged following words in a row (L = 1, 2, ...)" (Саломатина, 2010) . Attractive features of the application of N-grams (represented as chains of separate words) are: their application on texts written in different languages, focus on the removal of arbitrary length units (concepts represented by a word or a few), evaluation of their information content by involving the so-called positional information, the possibility of the formation of patterns to describe N-gram groups and identifying relationships between them (as N-gram spectra contain not only the notion chains, but also indicated (Саломатина, 2010) ). In the research we use this variant of N-grams, to be exact -trigrams (the triple of word forms arranged in a row in the text).
This approach to describing the phenomenon of ambiguity takes into consideration the language specificity as an abstract system of linguistic signs and text as a concrete implementation of the system that is the ratio of language / text is observed as contrast of the potency and its realization.
Practical use of the software tool showed that stylistic features, and especially spelling and punctuation of the text, significantly affect the results of eliminating its grammatical ambiguity. The presence of grammar errors in the text (especially spelling) leads to the fact that analyzed unit does not get a set of grammatical characteristics as grammatical vocabulary has no data on it. Moreover, there is a probability of incorrect determination of other word forms within the sentence as a result of a chain effect when identification (valid or not) of one unit affects the labeling neighbors.
Stylistic features of texts also play a significant role. For example, for law texts due to the specific language of law you can develop a number of additional functions, which help to remove unnecessary information from a set of grammatical homonyms of word forms. Due to the fact that grammatical dictionary widely represents Ukrainian language vocabulary (including spoken, outdated, rarely used, proper names along with general) most word forms are defined by program as homonyms.
Considering the features of graphic writing word forms (capital / small letters)
In the written version of the language homonyms, having the similar pronunciation but belonging to different groups on the basis of the ratio of proper / common name are identified at graphic levels. According to the Ukrainian language spelling proper names are written with capital letters (some or all of the words are capitalized in the complex and compound proper names), common names are written with small letters (except when the word is at the beginning of a sentence, a line (in poetry), rubric, direct speech, quotes).
Ukrainian Lingua-Information Fund offered methods of statistical texts analysis, which are used for automatic disambiguation, they take into account several levels of the language: sign, phonetic, lexical, grammatical (Крыгин, 2000) , so there is a possibility of distinguishing grapheme for writing (capital / small letter). It gives possibility to formalize the algorithm of removing the ambiguity of word forms, based on the principle of the ratio of proper / common name.
Analysis of the rules for the use of capital / small letters in the Ukrainian language has shown that the word written with small letters always indicates a common name, even if it is a part of complex and compound proper names, denoting a generic concept and having grammatical characteristics similar to word form, which is qualified as a common name (See Fig. 3) .
Example: "Київська газета" -the name of the periodical publication and київська газета -newspaper published in Kyiv.
Taking the above into consideration, it can be considered as a correct statement: word form written with a small letter and taking any position in a sentence besides the beginning, can be identified a common name.
This allows formalizing the algorithm for linguistic processor that performs grammatical disambiguation.
The work of algorithm consists of several steps:
1. The choice of word forms.
2. Detection of word forms position within a sentence (position 1 is the first word in a sentence, position 2 -the second, etc.).
3. If linguistic processor captures position 1, ambiguous word form remains unchanged (the ambiguity is not removed), word form occupying the position 2, 3,... is marked in a way that is appropriate to the particular circumstances (in case that grammatical dictionary contains some information about analyzed word form as proper and common name). 4. Grapheme analysis of word forms: if word form is written with a capital letter, the ambiguity is not removed, if with the small letter -word form is identified as being used to describe the common name (in cases where there is only one variant of grammatical characteristics suitable for common name) the ambiguity of word forms is removed.
Considering the punctuation inside trigrams and its location within a sentence
The practical use of the program shows that the maximum approximation of statistical text's portrait to the analyzed text considerably reduces the number of incorrectly identified word forms. Therefore, there is a need to study the behavior of linguistic processor taking into account the new condition -punctuation marks in trigrams, and to compare the results with previous data. According to this we distinguish two types of trigrams:
Sequence of three word forms (placed in the text one by one) without regard to punctuation between them Sequence of three word forms (placed in the text one by one) with regard to punctuation between them (6,1) (15,2) (13,1) (6,1), (15,2) (13,1)
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By the same principle we choose another condition -location of trigrams within a sentence -due to we form these types of trigrams:
Type 1 2 : a sequence of three word forms (placed in the text one by one) without regard to trigrams' location in the sentence;
Type 2 2 : a sequence of three word forms (placed in the text one by one) with regard to the trigrams' location in the sentence. Total number of "negative" changes (amount Nr 5, 7) 221 1,57
The concept of "positive" / "negative" changes is applied for convenience. The "positive" are those that help to increase the number of correctly identified word forms, as well as decrease incorrectly identified. Therefore, reducing the total number of marked word forms in the text is not a negative effect, because the data includes the errors' elimination (for example, removal of incorrect marking or changing the incorrectly identified into correctly identified word forms).
Using the statistical methods is extremely important to elimination of false marking, as far as the use of trigrams causes the so-called "chain effect" (when analyzed unit affects the others). As a result, one incorrectly identified word form leads to an increase in the number of incorrectly identified items within a sentence. Removal is proper marking of word forms in texts using corrective software functions can be considered as a side effect, which in comparison with the removal of the false marking gets secondary meaning.
The results based on the research show that the behavior of linguistic processor with the simultaneous use of corrective software functions varies considerably. It is important to consider the purpose for removing of the grammatical ambiguity of word forms: general lemmatization of units (as parts of speech) or absolute identification (parts of speech, grammatical meaning), as the removal of the correct marking in most cases is associated with grammatical meaning evaluation of word forms. Trigrams application with regards to punctuation marks and location of word form triples within the sentence is useful (because it facilitates the removal of excess information from a set of grammatical characteristics of word forms) when the elimination of grammatical homonyms by statistical methods is considered to be the first stage of electronic data processing (eg, subsequent use of the data with contextual analysis).
Thus, the tendency to reduce the false marking, that is a result of a statistical portrait of the text (in this case punctuation and location of trigrams within a sentence) to the analyzed text, and taking into account the peculiarities of word forms writing (capital / small letters) can increase the positive results of statistical methods for removing grammatical ambiguity of word forms. So software development (algorithms, filters) remains an urgent problem. The software functions must be aimed to increase percent accuracy by elimination of grammatical homonyms and to analyze the behavior of linguistic processor in the application of these tools simultaneously.
